The #1
Private Cloud
for Law Firms
Streamline Your Practice.
Work Anywhere.

Uptime Practice is a private cloud developed exclusively
for law firms. It is a secure, accessible virtual workplace
where your firm can access your mission-critical legal
applications, files and folders, email and more.
Uptime Practice allows your firm to eliminate servers,
secure your data and work anywhere. Our services are
available in a variety of editions to meet the unique needs
of your law firm.

Run Your Legal Software in the Cloud

Learn more about Uptime Practice at

888-878-4632

www.UptimePractice.com
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Dedicated Cloud Servers
Legal Application Support & Maintenance
Microsoft Office Suite
Virtual Cloud Desktop for Each User
SQL Server for Your Legal Software
Bank-Grade Cloud Security
Cloud Storage for Documents (File System)
Exchange Email w/ Unlimited Storage
Managed AntiVirus for Each Computer
Local Network & IT Support (Remote)

Learn more about Uptime Practice at

888-878-4632

www.UptimePractice.com

Why Uptime Practice
Uptime Practice delivers an unrivaled level of technology, simplicity and support.
 ELIMINATE SERVERS & IT HEADACHES
Owning servers is a hassle. They need ongoing
maintenance, repair and upgrades, all of which
require expensive IT consultants. They’re just
not worth the trouble. Uptime Practice provides
all essential IT capabilities without having to own

 CONTROL TECHNOLOGY COSTS
Managing on-premise IT infrastructure isn’t just
difficult, its expensive, and the costs are often
unpredictable. Uptime Practice delivers secure,
reliable technology for a fixed monthly fee.

 GET EXPERT LEGAL SOFTWARE SUPPORT

servers.

 SECURE YOUR CLIENT & FIRM DATA
Cyber-threats are an ever-growing menace,
and law firms have an obligation to keep their
client data secure. Uptime Practice keeps your
applications and data protected by bank-grade

General IT consultants and hosting provides will
provide general IT service. They often aren’t able
or willing to provide the deep software support
that your firm needs. Uptime Practice includes
expert support for the software that your firm
relies on.

security.

 WORK ANYWHERE, ON ANY DEVICE
With Uptime Practice, you’re no longer tied
to your office, any one computer or even a
particular type of computer. Work from the
office, from home, from a PC or a Mac computer.

 S
 TREAMLINE & CENTRALIZE
YOUR TECHNOLOGY
With Uptime Practice, everyone in your firm will
have the same user experience, regardless if
their work in your main office, a satellite office or
from home. All of your applications and data is
centrally stored.

Learn more about Uptime Practice at

888-878-4632

www.UptimePractice.com

About Uptime Legal Systems
Uptime Legal Systems helps law firms manage and grow their practice with cloud,
legal technology, and marketing services.

Why Uptime?
 MANAGE + GROW YOUR PRACTICE
Uptime Legal is the only cloud service provider
that can help you host, manage and grow your
practice.
Thousands of attorneys manage and grow
their practice with Uptime’s suite of cloud, legal
technology and Internet marketing services.

 CLOUD-FIRST, LEGAL-FIRST
EXCLUSIVE COMMITMENT TO LEGAL
Uptime Legal only works with law fi rms, which
means Uptime is keenly aware of the culture and
challenges within law fi rms. Uptime has deep
experience working with software used by law fi
rms and strong relationships with leading legal
software publishers.

 REPUTATION MATTERS
AWARDS, ACCOLADES AND RECOGNITION.
Uptime Legal has won awards and recognition in
legal and technological communities.

 EXPERIENCE MATTERS
Uptime Legal has been providing technology
services to law fi rms since 2005. Uptime has
successfully moved hundreds of law fi rms to
the cloud, and helps hundreds more grow their
practice and impress their clients. Uptime has
extensive experience hosting and supporting the
leading legal software.

 THE UPTIME TEAM
Managing on-premise IT infrastructure isn’t just
difficult, its expensive, and the costs are often
unpredictable. Uptime Practice delivers secure,
reliable technology for a fixed monthly fee.

 GET EXPERT LEGAL SOFTWARE SUPPORT
LEGAL TECHNOLOGY LEADERS
Uptime Legal is made up of the best and
brightest legal technology professionals. Uptime’s
staff includes executives, engineers, attorneys,
developers and legal support staff. Uptime’s Help
Desk is 100% US-based (in factright in our Eden
Prairie Headquarters). Every new Uptimer (as
they’ve come to be known) completes Uptime
University, our custom training program that
turns new hires into legal technology experts.

Learn more about Uptime Practice at

888-878-4632

www.UptimePractice.com

